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Summary


This session discussed how automation affects the labor market in terms of jobs and
skills requirements and how MSMEs can get ahead of automation.

Key Points








In spite of anxiety over automation, there is still room for optimism. Learning from
previous industrial revolutions points out that new technology does not fully
automate a certain job but only parts of it. And while it may be technically feasible to
automate, the next challenge would be the economic feasibility in operations. Jobs
creation from rising economies as well as the development of new occupations
would outweigh job displacement by technology.
Income effect will swamp technological effect of job displacement. Even if fewer
workers will be required per unit of output as a result of automation, the associated
reduction on production cost would lead to a substantial price decrease. This would
result to expansion of production to meet the increasing demand for cheaper
products thereby creating demand for jobs.
Inequality is the key concern during times of rapid technical change. During period
of rapid technical change, the returns to experience dwindle against those who are
not adept with technology. Historically, average wages also remain stagnant during
this period.
Digital technologies improve competitiveness of small firms. While larger firms
have economic advantage in the adoption of technology because of its associated
high fixed cost, small firms will benefit from digital technologies through lower cost
of information and transaction as well as improved connectivity to markets and
suppliers.

Open Forum


What are the available safety nets for workers affected by job loss?
While some jobs will be lost, new ones will be created. The difficulty is on
how workers will cope with the job loss and how they will retrain for the new
jobs. Asia needs to pay more attention to a holistic social protection like cash
transfers and unemployment insurance. But a well-developed social
protection system that includes education, retraining and financial support is
costly. This can be addressed through effective taxation administration and
tax system.



Will automation further polarize the economy between larger firms and MSMEs?

While large firms have advantage on newly introduced technologies, lower
information and transaction cost improves competitiveness of MSMEs. But
this may not be enough. Therefore, it should be accompanied by design of
right programs as a necessary intervention.
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Outline
A jobs perspective
Rising concern over technology displacing jobs
Reasons for optimism on job prospects in Asia
Negative consequences for some workers
What government should do to harness technology
for inclusive growth

Prospects for MSMEs

Technological advancement drives higher
productivity, the foundation for better-paid jobs
and economic growth
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Automation anxiety
Automation is necessary for creating good
jobs

Automatic fabric spreader

But, what abut extreme automation?

Adidas’ fully automated factory

There are compelling reasons to remain
optimistic about developing Asia’s job
prospects
1. New technologies often automate only
some tasks of a job.
2. Technical feasibility does not guarantee
economic feasibility.
3. Rising income and demand.

4. New occupations and industries.
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Reason 1: New technologies often involve automating
specific tasks associated with a job, not the job in its entirety

Note: Percentages refer to Frey and Osborne (2017) estimates on probability of automation. Framework is
based on Acemoglu and Autor (2011).
Source: Asian Development Outlook 2018: How Technology Affects Jobs.
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Reason 2: Technical and economic feasibility
Industrial robots are concentrated in capital intensive sectors where
employment shares are relatively small

Source: Asian Development Outlook 2018: How Technology Affects Jobs.
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Reason 3: Jobs creation from rising incomes
outweighs job displacement by technology
Recap:
• Displacement effect: Automation reduces the
number of workers required to produce a
given level of output
• But: The productivity increases from
automation can reduce costs and prices and
raise demand, pushing up the level of output
• Upstream and downstream industries also
benefit and see higher demand
• Incomes and employment both go up
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Rising demand offsets displacement
driven by automation
Decomposing the percentage change in employment, 2005-2015

Note: Developing Asia in the decomposition analysis includes Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mongolia, the
People’s Republic of China, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka, Taipei,China, Thailand, and Viet Nam.
Sources: Decomposition result using ADB Multiregional Input–Output Database (accessed 20 November 2017); Labor
force surveys, various countries; World Input–Output Database—Socioeconomic Accounts (Timmer et al. 2015).

This countervailing force is at work across
the region
Manufacturing

GVC = global value chain, PRC = People’s Republic of China.
Note: Developing Asia in the decomposition analysis includes Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mongolia, the
People’s Republic of China, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka, Taipei,China, Thailand, and Viet Nam.
Source: ADB estimates using the ADB Multiregional Input–Output Database (accessed 20 November 2017); Labor force
surveys, various countries; World Input–Output Database—Socioeconomic Accounts (Timmer et al. 2015).

Reason 4:
Technology leads to
new occupations…
but these tend to be in
non-routine cognitive
category
No. of New
Job Titles

Share of
New Job
Titles

India

Total No.
of Job
Titles
(latest
year)
3,600

120

3.33%

Malaysia

2,338

28

1.20%

Philippines 3,698

42

1.14%

Notes: The figures are based on a comparison of National Classification of Occupations (NCO) for each country. Job titles
presented in the 4 quadrants are actual new titles.
Source: Asian Development Outlook 2018: How Technology Affects Jobs
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Wages have grown more for these workers,
leaving low-skill workers behind
Change in average monthly wages, constant prices (in US$)
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Note: The time frames vary across countries, with Viet Nam the shortest (2007‒2015), followed by Thailand
(2000‒2010), India (2000‒2012), and Indonesia (2000‒2014). Developing Asia refers to the five countries included in
this analysis. Source: Asian Development Outlook 2018: How Technology Affects Jobs
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Prospects for MSMEs
• The standard view: Larger firms can afford the
fixed costs associated with
– Adoption of new production technologies
– Use of modern management methods, including
human resource management practices
– Training
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Technology enables larger/formal firms
to be more productive and pay more
Average monthly wage per worker (Rupees)

Average wages in Indian manufacturing by firm
size and formality, 2010-11
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Prospects for MSMEs
• The standard view: Larger firms can afford the
fixed costs associated with
– Adoption of new production technologies
– Use of modern management methods, including
human resource management practices
– Training

• But could new technologies, especially digital
technologies, help level the playing field?
– Lowering of information and transactions costs
– Connectivity to markets and suppliers/buyers
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Government has an important role to play in
leveraging technological advances for
inclusive growth
The new industrial revolution and the role of government
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Thank you!
Link for our report:
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/public
ation/411666/ado2018-themechapter.pdf
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